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The UK Government is legally committed to achieving an 80% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions compared 
with 1990 by 2050. The use of scenarios is wide ranging to inform policy development and forming a business-
as-usual scenario helps to understand possible effects of different policy interventions. However, the term 
business-as-usual is frequently misused. We show how econo-physical business-as-usual scenarios can be 
developed by examining the historical behaviour of coefficients which manifest the relationship between 
components of an economy. We endogenise economic growth by mimicking national level policies that focus on 
a target level of unemployment. Our case-study demonstrates the ‘trendability’ of coefficients which for one 
example coefficient is replicated for Australia, Colombia, Taiwan and the USA. We manifest a gross domestic 
product growth of 2% falling to 1% which contrasts with an exogenous growth of 2.3% of a comparator 
business-as-usual scenario. We suggest that it may be possible to achieve a greater reduction in the business-as-
usual carbon dioxide emissions in the UK fifth carbon budget than currently projected.  
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Software availability 
Name of software  7see-GB 
Contact  Dr. Simon H. Roberts (corresponding author) 
Programming environment Vensim 
Availability  Freely available as a Vensim Reader version. The full model is also freely 

available from the corresponding author. 
Download URL  http://dx.doi.org/10.7488/ds/1574  
Year first available  2016 
Hardware required  2.0 GHz processor with 2 Gb memory 
Software required  Windows (XP/Vista/7/8/8.1) or Macintosh OSX (10.4+) 
Program size  10 Mb 
 
Abbreviations 
@bp  at basic prices (of goods and services) 
@pp  at purchasers’ prices (of goods and services) 
@rc  at resale cost (of fixed capital) 
agri  agriculture industry, j=1 
cnstr  construction industry, j=5 
dwlg  dwellings, j=7 
extr  extraction industry, j=2 
manu  manufacturing industry, j=4 
serv LR  service industry less rental, j=6 
trans  transport, j=8 
util  utility industry, j=3 
 
Acronyms 
AFC  actual final consumption 
BAU  business-as-usual 
CCC  Committee on Climate Change 
CCGT  combined cycle gas turbine 
CFC  consumption of fixed capital 
CVM  chain volume measure 
DN  number of dwellings  
FC  fixed capital 
FCF  fixed capital formation 
GDP  gross domestic product 
GFCF  gross fixed capital formation 
GHG  greenhouse gases 
HGV  heavy goods vehicles 
HN  number of HGV 
IC  intermediate consumption 
ISIC  International Standard Industrial Classification 
JPC  jobs production coefficient 
LCV  light commercial vehicles 
pGFCF coefficient  proportion of GFCF provided by final products from either of manu, cnstr or 

serv LR 
PIM  perpetual inventory method 
pq coefficient  conversion of output p (as categorised by industry) to output q (as categorised by 

product) 
SNA  System of National Accounts 
TTM  transport and trade margins 
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Nomenclature 
AFC  actual final consumption 
bjk-  proportion of products qj+Mj from industry j used by industry k for final 

products k 
Cjke  CO2 emissions by industry j to final product k as used by final expenditure type e 
CFC  consumption of fixed capital of an industry 
Djke  CO2 emissions by industry j to final product k as used by final expenditure type e 

taking into account net emissions of FCF of producing industries 
DN  number of dwellings  
DND  dwelling number decrease 
DNI  dwelling number increase 
e  numbering of type of final expenditure 
fk  final supply, at purchasers’ prices, of product k 
FC (FC’)  fixed capital of an industry (indexed to the year when u = 0) 
FCF  fixed capital formation of an industry 
gke  final demand, at purchasers’ prices 
G  electricity used 
GC  generating capacity 
HN  number of HGV  
HND  HGV number decrease 
HNI  HGV number increase 
 j  numbering of industries, products and other stocks and flows 
k  numbering of products in their final form for final consumption 
L (L')  labour (indexed to the year when u = 0) 
LR  linear rate for trending of coefficients 
LT  lifetime of FC 
M  imports 
OC (OC’)  output coefficient (indexed to the year when u = 0) 
pj (pj’)  production by industry, as classified by industry, at basic prices (indexed to the 

year when u = 0) 
PC (PC’)  production coefficient (indexed to the year when u = 0) 
qj  production as p but classified by products, at basic prices 
rk  production directly following IC, at basic prices 
sk  production r after transfer from services of TTM, at basic prices 
t  time in years 
TF  time factor for trending of coefficients 
uj  time in years with respect to most recent historical data of industry / stock type j 
U  demand for TTM services  
X  exports 
Z  horizontal asymptote 
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1. Introduction 
Evidence for the effects of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions has been mounting (IPCC, 2015) leading most 
nations to devise strategies to reduce their overall emissions, culminating in a set of Intended Nationally 
Determined Contributions (INDCs) agreed at the 21st Conference of the Parties in Paris (UNFCCC, 2016). 
Furthermore, many nations have devised targets for deploying renewable energy systems (Jaccard et al., 2012). 
According to Oliver et al. (2016) the UK accounts for approximately 1.1% of global CO2 emissions. The UK 
Government is legally committed, by the Climate Change Act of 2008, to achieving an 80% reduction in CO2 
emissions compared with 1990 by 2050 (HM Government, 2008). Methods for investigating pathways to 
emissions reduction targets should reflect the important physical, social, and economic characteristics. The 
physical components of an economy are buildings, plant, machinery, and other infrastructure, also referred to as 
fixed capital (FC). Tensions between these characteristics stem from social-political hurdles, economic growth, 
planetary bio-physical capacity, ecosystem burdens, and the onset of climate change (Bithas and Kalimeris, 
2013; Csereklyei and Stern, 2015; Lenzen et al., 2016). Resolving these tensions requires a transparent numerate 
method that is evidence and factually based in the historical record; any model should be able to mimic historical 
behaviours and reproduce historical data. 

The UK Government’s commitment has inspired a considerable amount of work in understanding what 
pathways and the means by which the UK can reach the target e.g. DECC (2010), Hughes and Strachan 
(2010), Burt (2011), Ekins et al. (2011), Skea et al. (2011), Allen and Chatterton (2013), Spataru et al. 
(2015), Trutnevyte et al. (2016), Demski et al. (2017). However, the dominant UK energy systems models aim to 
find the least cost pathways (Ekins et al., 2011) leading to normative scenarios (Pfenninger et al., 2014). A well-
considered overview of energy system scenarios relevant to the UK has been conducted by Holland et al. (2016). 
The range of modelling methods used to generate these scenarios has been reviewed by Jebaraj and Iniyan 
(2006) and Pfenninger et al. (2014). The categorisation of models by Pfenninger et al. is particularly helpful: 
optimisation, simulation, power markets, and mixed methods. Each type has strengths and weaknesses, for 
example DECC et al. (2015) point out that some optimisation models such as MARKAL suffer from cost 
double-counting, and that they should calculate 
system cost consistent with GDP accountancy. 
Nevertheless, MARKAL has been influential in 
the UK (Daly and Fais, 2014; Taylor et al., 2014). 
Development of MARKAL lead to the TIMES 
family of models (Loulou et al., 2005; Loulou and 
Labriet, 2008). Such hybrid models linking the 
energy systems optimisation models with a partial 
or fully equilibrium economic model have been 
created (Strachan and Kannan, 2008; McDowall et 
al., 2018). The equilibrium state is for price of 
energy supply and demand, and not the supply and 
demand for goods and services within a complete 
economic framework of the ability of an economy 
to invest in infrastructure. Although effective at 
answering narrow well-posed questions involving 
prices, the assumptions upon which such 
modelling methods are based can lead to 
projections which are not firmly rooted in physical 
reality. 

The Climate Change Act also established 
the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) and the 
‘carbon budget’ mechanism. The CCC is an 
independent, statutory body to advise the UK 
Government on reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. The CCC suggests the carbon budgets 
ahead of time to allow for policy to be devised, 

Figure 1. CO2 emissions as historical data and projection 
with uncertainty banding. Source: Figure 4.13 of Cambridge 
Econometrics (2015). 
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and report progress on the targets (CCC, 2017). As of 2016 it is the fifth carbon budget, covering emissions 
reductions for the period 2028 to 2032 (CCC, 2015), which is under consideration and was accepted by the UK 
Government in July 2016. The budget is set at 1765 MtCO2/y equivalent (including international shipping 
emissions) for the period 2028-2032. This would be approximately 57% below the 1990 level. The CCC 
commissioned an investigation into the uncertainty of their business-as-usual (BAU) scenario (Cambridge 
Econometrics, 2015). Cambridge Econometrics used their MDM-E3 model (Barker, 1978, 1981; Barker et al., 
1980; Barker and Peterson, 1987) which combines input–output data and econometric modelling giving 
interactions between output, employment, consumption, investment, trade, prices and wages (Barker et al., 
2007). MDM-E3 does not assume that resources are used at full economic efficiency. So far, only the CO2 
emissions have been published (see Fig. 1) (Cambridge Econometrics, 2015). Their uncertainty bandings 
combine the uncertainty range of model error for each year in the projection, and the uncertainty range from 
variation in exogenous input assumptions: economic activity, energy prices, air temperature, and uncertainty in 
price elasticity of demand. 

These energy systems modelling techniques lack methods for how a national economy manages the 
demand for new infrastructure i.e. how fixed capital formation (FCF) is generated. Modelling energy systems 
mediated by energy price alone cannot inform policymakers or investors of what practical rates of infrastructure 
development might be possible, nor what consequences of infrastructure spending might have throughout an 
economy. The models described so far depend on many important parameters to be supplied by the modeller 
(based on judgement) i.e. the parameters are treated as exogenous. Whilst all models need exogenous parameters 
to varying degrees, models should be designed to endogenise parameters whenever possible. Furthermore, time-
series data should be used for as many parameters as possible, and be calibrated and tested using historical data. 
Fixed capital formation can be treated as an explicit flow within a model (Roberts et al., 2016), which is 
overlooked by most energy system model developers. 

A suitable modelling approach for complex socio-economic systems with feedback and interactions 
between population, employment, housing, industry, transport, and energy demand and supply, is system 
dynamics (Radzicki, 1988; Sterman, 2000). System dynamics has been used to model several important elements 
such as the energy use by (Icelandic) housing (Fazeli and Davidsdottir, 2017), (international) sustainable energy 
supply chains (Saavedra et al., 2018), capital investment in (Chinese) public transport (Xue et al., 2017), major 
CO2 emitting industries (e.g. Anand et al., 2006), social, economic and environmental aspects of the 
(Colombian) electricity industry (Castaneda et al., 2017), employment from expanded (German) biogas 
production (Guenther-Lübbers et al., 2016), and (Italian) employment and low-carbon investment (Bernardo and 
D’Alessandro, 2016). We introduce our novel system dynamics model (7see-GB) in section 2. 

Another point of confusion in energy systems (scenario) modelling is the use of different terms to mean 
the same idea, which can make direct comparison between scenarios difficult. We need to first distinguish how 
the (mis-) luse of the terms ‘business-as-usual’ (BAU), ‘reference case’, ‘baseline’, and other terms can lead to a 
lack of transparency in energy systems scenario modelling. Then we will introduce a specific issue with 
economic modelling techniques – the forecasting of GDP – which is essential for considering FCF as a flow in 
an economy. 
 
1.1 Scenario and the Forecasting of GDP Growth 
The use of scenarios is wide ranging, whether for business planning, military strategy, or to inform policy 
development for example (Heijden, 2004). The techniques for scenario planning have diverged from Pierre 
Wack’s original methods (Chermack and Coons, 2015), often to try to make the process faster or more efficient 
(cheaper). Chermack and Coons contend that this has led to disappointment in the results from such inadequate 
practices. Furthermore, Mai et al. (2013) warn of the need to check for underlying biases in published scenarios 
(not just in the context of energy systems analysis), and Holland et al. (2016) point out that most UK 
Government-supported scenarios are usually aligned with the statutory emissions targets implying a lack of 
diversity in approach. Questions formulated as “how is it possible to reach the target”, become a form of 
backcasting analysis (Robinson, 1982; Dreborg, 1996). A clear description of the differences between fore- and 
back-casting is given by Banister and Hickman (2013). The backcasting method has been used for creating 
scenarios of energy use and GHG emissions for the 2 °C global temperature target (Krewitt et al., 2007), 
resilience in energy systems (Kishita et al., 2017), CO2 emissions from road transport (Hickman et al., 2010), 
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technological choices for energy systems (Beugin and Jaccard, 2012), low carbon pathways (Nagy and 
Körmendi, 2012; Robertson, 2016), and roadmapping in the power industry (Wen et al., 2017). 

Where confusion arises is in the use of terms to describe the ‘benchmark’ scenario which is then used to 
compare the possible futures that the analyst wishes to discuss. Bishop et al. (2007) state that forming a baseline 
by which to compare alternative scenarios is an important stage in forecasting, with one technique being trend 
extrapolation. In the policy context we need a baseline scenario to see if the projected (extrapolated) future is 
desirable or whether policy interventions are needed, and as a benchmark by which to compare the outcome of 
possible policy interventions, shocks, and economic restructuring. Several terms are used interchangeably: 
‘baseline scenario’ (e.g. Dagoumas, 2014), ‘reference case’ (e.g. Chaudry et al., 2015; McGlade et al., 2016), 
and ‘business-as-usual’ scenario. Höjer et al. (2008) suggest that ‘reference case’ be reserved for the type of 
scenario they term predictive. Barker et al. (2007) clearly distinguish between a reference case to establish a 
counterfactual history, and the base case as the fully operationalised solution. Alternatively, these terms can be 
avoided if this aids explanation and clarifies their purpose, for example Eyre and Baruah (2015) label one 
scenario as ‘minimum (policy) intervention’, and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2015) 
use Representative Concentration Pathways which include trended data. Furthermore, the IPCC (2015) point out 
that using BAU does not make sense in a century-long projection. 

Confusion arises when BAU is used to mean a reference case rather than the continuation of the current 
trends supported by data, for example scenarios for the Brazilian biodiesel industry (Dias et al., 2016), renewable 
energy globally (Sadorsky, 2011), the relative activity of different sectors in the UK economy (Shanmugalingam 
et al., 2010), and the UK low carbon transition (Oxford Economics, 2011). The term ‘counterfactual’ has also 
been used (DECC et al., 2015). Or in the case of describing scenarios for the circular economy Hobson and 
Lynch (2016) use BAU to mean everything other than circular economy regardless of any possible trajectories. 
In a similar vein, Strachan (2011) introduces ‘business as unusual’ (BAuU).  

There is an outstanding problem with forecasting a macroeconomic BAU case relating to accounting for 
the physical capacity to deliver (economic) output at any point in time. Physical constraints exist in terms of the 
amount of infrastructure (FC), and the physical flows of goods and the construction process that determine the 
rate of change of the capacity of infrastructure (FCF). To be consistent with these physical constraints, an 
‘econo-physical’ BAU case needs to take account of whole-system interactions such as economic demand, 
population, employment, housing, industry activity, transport, and energy demand and supply. To the best of our 
knowledge, no such econo-physical BAU has been modelled. To generate an econo-physical BAU case we need 
to understand the physical and underlying economic basis of GDP and GDP growth. GDP is an aggregate 
measure of economic volume flows which form part of national accounts (Lequiller and Blades,, 2014). The 
expenditure form of GDP plus imports corresponds to the sum of final demand in the form of final products. It is 
these final products that enable derivation of the GDP deflator so that economic volume flows, and thus GDP, 
can be expressed in real terms. GDP, and the national account data from which it is derived, has been shown to 
be a good predictor of energy demand in the medium-to-long term, while fuel price and population are poor 
predictors (Liao et al., 2016). 

Using economic models without any physical constraints, many organisations forecast GDP growth for 
up to two years with Consensus Economics (2015) averaging 26 UK forecasters. Despite the short-term horizon, 
these forecasters have a poor record of predicting annual GDP prompting a performance evaluation by the Bank 
of England (2015). They assessed Bank forecasts to have over-estimated growth in 2008 by 9%. However, they 
also observed that the accuracy of their forecasts compared favourably with private sector forecasters and other 
central banks, especially at the one-year time horizon. Alternative approaches (Keen, 1995, 2013), using system 
dynamics, are able to mimic observable macroeconomic behaviours. Purely economic models do not take 
account of changing efficiencies, which Ayres and Warr (2009) show to be important. They suggest that it is 
better to seek trends in multiple explainable and understood inputs and see how they interact rather than single 
outputs. 

Subsequently in 2010, the UK Government set-up the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) to 
provide independent analysis of the public finances. Their estimation of GDP growth over 2015 to 2020 is about 
2%, but an 80% uncertainty band of ±1.2% in 2015 increasing to ±3% by 2020 (OBR, 2016). The OBR go on to 
discuss the key uncertainty of productivity stating that all forecasters need to decide what weight to place on 
recent performance. We will show (Section 2) that our method does not require us to make this choice. 
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1.2 The Aims and Organisation of this Paper 
Our aim is to show how a physically plausible BAU case, which represents the observable operation of an 
economy, can be generated to give a defensible basis upon which to create econo-physically consistent 
projections (scenarios) using the novel 7see-GB model. We will then apply this new technique to a pertinent 
issue for developing an understanding of future UK carbon emissions. 

The 7see data framework and model evolved whilst developing the UK case study. In this paper we 
present this case study in detail. In Section 2 we describe how the general principles of trending for 7see models 
are applied to actual country data so as to run the model beyond the historical period into the future. We show 
how a complete econo-physical scenario is built up where overall economic activity is linked into a target level 
of unemployment. In Section 3 we illustrate application of the methodology to a case study of the BAU scenario 
used in the UK Government’s fifth carbon budget to 2035. This covers trending of both endogenous and 
exogenous coefficients and demand. We show what can be learnt from the case study model in Section 4 
(Conclusions). We use three appendices to collate the detailed elements of the methodology. 

 
2. The Generalised Method for Trending BAU in a 7see-type Model 
The 7see analytical framework (Roberts et al., 2015) brings together official national accounts with physical and 
social datasets. The physical and social data used span energy, transport, housing, population, and employment. 
For economic data the 7see framework is fully aligned with the system of national accounts (SNA) (United 
Nations et al., 2009). The framework curates and maintains the time-series stocks and flows of the various 
datasets in a modular way, thus is able to retain each of their unique measurement unit and accounting 
requirements. 

The 7see model (Roberts et al., 2016) operationalises this framework. The purpose of this approach is to 
express constraints between the component stocks and flows of the macroeconomy, for example, capital stocks 
and capital formation, specifically gross fixed capital formation, GFCF. A 7see-type model assumes that for each 
of the flows, their supply follows demand, but is constrained in the short-term by physical infrastructure or by 
their own demand for inputs needed to create output to satisfy demand. The 7see model does not use price. Final 
demand determines the supply by the larger industries of manufacturing, construction and services through the 
input-output relationship of intermediate consumption (IC). This structure forms a feedback loop which any 
model must mimic. However, those outputs are also constrained in the short-term by the level of fixed capital 
(FC) required to produce them. Final demand is mostly set exogenously in the model, though this can be 
constrained by linkage to indicators. Inputs are then determined from demand for outputs, via physical 
infrastructure. A 7see-type model captures this behaviour by allowing macroeconomic variables to evolve over 
time with feedback mechanisms. In this way, it is possible to explore the effect of policy choices under the 
assumption that efficient capital allocation methods are employed to effect those policies. In operationalising a 
7see analytical framework, there is no reliance on optimisation as the core of the method. In contrast to most 
economic analyses which specify a rate of economic growth, the 7see approach treats economic growth as the 
combined outcome across all industries and thus the infrastructure foundations and required physical inputs. 

The evolution of relationships between stocks and data flows in a 7see-type model are captured by time-
varying coefficients (Roberts et al 2016). To regenerate historical stocks and flows, these coefficients are ratios 
linearly interpolated between annualised historical data. For the model to continue beyond the recent end the 
historical data period, we need to transition these coefficients smoothly to an analytical form. The interpretation 
of falling trends in coefficients of production would include improvements in efficiency through technological 
advance, automation, better organisation and up skilling. The interpretation of rising trends would be change to 
outsourcing, switch between inputs and consequences of national regulations, such as for safety measures, 
insurance cover or security checks. To extend from regeneration of historical data to modelling a BAU case, we 
have two key steps: 1) trending of coefficients to exploit historical data for insights into relationships for their 
evolution, and 2) defining a small and appropriate number of exogenous future trends and macro-level targets.  

National economic output is determined by (long-lived) FC, so at the macro-scale an economy has 
momentum and takes time to change (has inertia). We characterise the well-understood relationships between FC 
and its outputs using coefficients. Like FC itself, many of these coefficients are static or change only slowly. We 
suggest that it is important to explore this characterisation as a robust way to understand econo-physical BAU 
scenarios. These coefficients capture fundamental aspects of systemic interaction and thus underpin the quality 
of the future scenario. 
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A key principle of a 7see-type model is that an economy is made up of types of infrastructure, each of 
which produce a unique output. A straightforward example of a unique output is electricity as supplied by the 
fleet of power generators. While the range of manufactured goods is very wide, we also refer to manufacturing as 
a unique output (of goods), as supplied from manufacturing industries and imports. Goods are treated only as a 
flow – there is no modelling of inventory. A 7see-type model then maintains separate accounts of different 
classes of unique outputs. We introduce the nomenclature of FC for infrastructure and p for the output it 
produces. For economic outputs that evolve in form as a consequence of IC, we designate by p evolving through 
q, r and s to f. This view of infrastructure and outputs notes the following constraints: 

• Each product output p is unique and non-substitutable with other outputs p in the short term. 
• Product output p requires FC for its production, so FC determines supply. 
• FC requires the inflow fixed capital formation, FCF, for maintenance and growth. 
• The total availability of FCF is in limited supply. 

 
We define short-term non-substitutability as a shift from one type of supply to another needing 

investment in fixed capital. For example, a shift from gas to electricity for domestic heating will mean changing 
the equipment in many homes which would take years if not decades. In Table 1. we disaggregate an economy 
into six industries along with other types of stocks which we number by j (Roberts et al., 2016). 

 
j Industry/stock  Fixed capital or stock Product or flow 
1 agri Agriculture, forestry and fishing Agriculture, forestry and fishing products 
2 extr Mining and quarrying Fossil fuels, ores and minerals 
3 util Supply of electricity, gas, water and 

water remediation 
Electricity, gas and water 

4 manu Manufacturing Goods from manufacturing 
5 cnstr Construction Construction services 
6 serv LR Service industry Services (less rental) 
7 dwlg Dwellings Rental (actual and imputed) 
8 trans Vehicles Travel 

Table 1. The six industries within a 7see-type model together with dwellings, rental and transport. 
 

An issue with any model of this nature is distinguishing between endogenous and exogenous variables. 
Endogenous variables are where the model is justified as representing actual real-world relationships versus 
exogenous of true freedoms within the economy or aspects of the economy not covered by the model. We aim 
for a 7see model to be as endogenous as far as is reasonable. The need for calibration of the model is only for 
complex feedback of supply r in three cases and positive feedback of investment. The dynamics of a 7see model 
consist of time-independent relationships mediated by time-dependent coefficients, 

 
       (1)                                                                                                               )()()( modmod tFCtcoeftp elhistoricalel =

 
where, 

       (2)                                                                                                                       . 
 )(

 )()(
tFC

tptcoef
historical

historical
historical =

 
As we continue the model beyond the end of the historical period, we need to change from coefhistorical to 
coeftrended in a smooth transition since for any scenario, we assume continuity of relationships between all parts of 
the economy. 

We break down the process of setting up an econo-physical BAU scenario into three parts: trend 
coefficients that underlie relationships (section 2.1), trend the exogenous variables (section 2.2), and configure 
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overall economic activity (section 2.3). We are then in a position to run the model forward to the chosen end date 
and inspect the outcomes. 

 
2.1 Characterising the Underlying Trends in Relationships 
We are most interested in two principal features of the coefficients. First, that if a coefficient does not correlate 
with economic growth fluctuations, then it is likely to be a fundamental aspect that can be trended into the future, 
irrespective of economic booms and recessions. Second, that there is a smooth form over the historical period 
which would justify trending. Given that an economy is slowly varying, historical trends should be assessed over 
a period of about 20 years. This period is likely to include booms and recessions as well as evolution of 
interactions.  

We divide coefficients into classes. The first involves stock variables in 7see which are unaffected by, or 
consumed in, the production process. For example, fixed capital FC (Appendix A). We also include housing 
stock under dwlg (j=7) and fleets of vehicles under trans (j=8) (Appendix B). 

For the first class, we consider production pj of industry j as a function just of its fixed capital FCj 
according to time uj. We index pj and FCj to uj=0 representing the last year of the historical data as pj’ and FCj’. 
If there has been constant returns over the historical period, they are directly proportional, thus, 
 

       (3)                                                                                                                                       ).(')(' jjjj uFCup =
 
In the example data in Fig. 2, p’ and FC’ change at different rates. We can express this departure from constant 
returns in the form of an output coefficient OCj’(uj) where, 
 

       (4)                                                                                                                       ).(')(')(' jjjjjj uFCuOCup ⋅=
 

 
Figure 2. Example from serv LR (j=6) for the UK with u6=0 (the indexing year) set to 2006 of indexed output p6’ and fixed 
capital FC6’. The difference in their rates of change is shown by the indexed output coefficient, OC6’. Data source: ONS 
(2014a, 2015a). For FC pre-1997, data was provided by the ONS in 2010. 
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We identify trends in historical data by starting with the most recent, which we take as the most 
significant. The last year of historical data varies across our datasets. Often the most recent national accounts 
data from Supply and Use Tables can be three to four years old, while energy data two to three years old, and 
jobs data one to two years old. As a consequence, we are free to vary to which year uj=0 corresponds for each 
coefficient to ensure that the most recent is the most significant. 

For our second class of coefficients, we consider separately the relationship to production, pj, of each 
input in turn. Examples are labour, Lj, and electricity, Gj, for industry j, indexed to uj=0 as Lj’ and Gj’. Given that 
we take a demand-lead view, we set Lj and Gj as subjects. This means we are asking what level of jobs or 
electricity would be needed to achieve the level of production. For constant returns to scale, 

 

(6)                                                                                                                                         )(')('

(5)                                                                                                                                  and ),(')('

jjjj

jjjj

upuG
upuL

=

=

 
As in Eq. (2) we can introduce functions, which here we call production coefficients, to capture departure from 
constant returns in historical data, 
 

(8)                                                                                                                       )(')(')('

(7)                                                                                                                and ),(')(')('

jjjGjjj

jjjLjjj

upuPCuG
upuPCuL

⋅=

⋅=
 

 
Production coefficients, PCLj’(uj) and PCGj’(uj), describe how the intensities vary with time of each input needed 
per unit of output.  

Our third class of coefficients cover the evolution of individual flows. For example, the pq coefficient is 
from industrial output categorised by industry 
to categorised by product, and the tax 
coefficient is for production from net to gross 
of tax on products. Other coefficients are 
detailed in Appendices A and B. 

The coefficients we have introduced so 
far relate FC to output (class 1), output to 
inputs needed for production (class 2) and the 
evolution of flows (class 3). We now generalise 
these to all types of physical assets included in 
a 7see model, such as dwellings and road 
vehicles. We examine carefully the choice of 
proxy to quantify the physical assets since this 
has a direct impact on the quality of coefficient 
trending. See Appendix A for all coefficients 
needed for each 7see high-level industry and 
Appendix B for other coefficients. 

For all coefficients, we propose a 
family of functional forms (Fig. 3). We suggest 
there are four members of this family: 

A. Decay down to a horizontal asymptote 
B. Constant 
C. Decay up to a horizontal asymptote 
D. Linear increase 

 
Taking an example PC’(u), three of these 
forms, A-C, can be expressed in the general 
form, 
 

Figure 3. Illustration of four functional forms for trending of 
indexed coefficients: form A of decay down to an asymptote; form 
B of a constant; form C of decay up to an asymptote; form D of a 
linear increase. Time u is with respect to the most recent historical 
data. Synthesised data shown here for the historical period using 
random numbers around the mathematical form as a visual aid only. 
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(9)                                                                                                                              )1()(' ZuZuPC TF +−= −

 
where Z is the horizontal asymptote and TF is the time factor of the decay. In the special case of form B, TF is 
zero. For form D of linear increase, 
 

(10)                                                                                                                                   1)()(' +⋅= uLRuPC
 
where LR is the linear rate. 

For each product or input, we inspect the historical data and select the most appropriate trending form 
from A-D. For the decay forms of A and C, we can use a double regression to find pairs of values of TF and Z for 
best fit. Where the historical data does not fit with any of the trending forms A-D we might consider making a 
country comparison to indicate a typical behaviour. Otherwise we first trend these as a constant, form B, and in 
repeated runs of the model do a sensitivity analysis applying slopes to the trend that encompass the historical 
data so that we can qualify our average scenario according to the uncertainty of these trends.  

We are using these observable trends as a starting point to generate a first-order econo-physical BAU 
scenario. Once the significant contributors to the first BAU scenario can be identified, we might then choose to 
delve back in for a targeted examination of the coefficient trends for these significant contributors. 

Historical data are scattered about the trend line. The most recent historical data point is unlikely to be 
on the trend line yet we do not want an abrupt jump from this point to the post-historical period using the 
calculated trended values. Irrespective of the trending forms A-D, we make a smooth linear transition over three 
years from the last historical value onto the trend line. 

 
2.2 Characterising Trends of the Exogenous Variables 
Where control of an asset is not endogenous through feedback to meet demand, the control is exogenous. These 
are usually handled by trending the historical behaviour unless there is other information available. In addition, 
we perform the following sense-checks of the scenario: 

• That unemployment never goes below zero. 
• That the number of dwellings is always greater than the number of households. 
• That whichever generation technology is used to balance electricity demand, the capacity does not go 

below zero (combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) generation is used for the UK). 
• If renewable electricity generation increases to more than about 30% (APS, 2010), then to address the 

issues of intermittency (reducing the load factors) CCGT makes up any short-term generation shortfall. 
• The size of non-trade contributors to balance of payments in case some contributors need readjustment. 

 
2.3 Configuring Overall Economic Activity 
A 7see-type model is demand-lead so we need to consider carefully how we trend final demand since it dictates 
overall economic activity. We divide final demand into GFCF, actual final consumption (AFC) and exports. 
GFCF is endogenous in a 7see-type model and we trend exports according to historical behaviour. Thus we 
remain with how to determine future AFC and its principal components of goods and services.  

AFC affects the overall level of economic activity, and its behaviour reflects the big challenges for 
governments, central banks and others seeking to control and stimulate an economy. A simple criterion for jobs 
might be that unemployment can never go below zero – the economically active population must be larger than 
the requirement for jobs – but in practice we do not find that this is a limit for plausible future scenarios in the 
UK model. 

The level of unemployment has such an impact on society and takes such a high profile in national 
political and economic policies that we use this to determine these otherwise exogenous variables. The level of 
employment is influenced most by the size of the largest employer. By this we mean that we set a target 
unemployment level for the future projected period and iterate consumer demand of AFC of services so as to 
meet this target unemployment value (see Fig. 4). Antonelli and Fassio (2014) note in advanced countries the 
decline of the role of the manufacturing industry and the emergence of a strong knowledge intensive business 
service sector. We trend AFC for goods based on recent historical behaviour since we find that for the UK this 
has been constant. 
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Figure 4. Determination of projected AFC for services by feedback on a target level of unemployment. This is a self-
balancing loop.  
 

We explain the schematic of Fig. 4 by starting at FC6, the fixed capital of the service industry, and 
following all the connected arrows, which take us in an anti-clockwise direction. The level of FC6 determines its 
output p6 according to the output coefficient and this output sets demand by the services industry for the level of 
jobs needed according to the production coefficient. Jobs data is converted to people-based employed, so the 
employed coefficient allows for some people having more than one job. Meanwhile we derive the economically 
active population from the total adult population. Unemployed is defined as the difference between the 
economically active available and the demand for employed. Given that we set a target level of unemployed, we 
compare the actual level to this target. Where it is higher, we need to increase demand for services and we 
change this level of demand from the previous time step. This particular step within our model encapsulates 
many steps within the economy in which government and central bank policies seek to work together to 
stimulate demand-lead activity. Continuing around, higher final demand for services results in the model with 
investment (FCF) to increase FC6. 

The level of unemployment in the model is critically dependent on, (a) the downward trend of jobs 
needed per unit output of services (Fig. 7), and (b) growth in consumer demand for services and government 
delivery of services, which together increase the number of jobs. Taking the UK historical data as example, one 
interpretation of the historical period 1990-2013 would be that the economy has managed to expand final 
demand for services sufficiently to keep unemployment in check. Population is shown in Fig. 4 on the left where 
it impacts economically active. 

We iterate demand for services to achieve a constant unemployment rate of around 6%2 by 2030.  In 
practice we find that because the unemployment rate is a small number that is dominated by the difference 
between two large numbers (population and jobs), this adjustment requires only very small changes in the 
demand for services. The mechanism is for actual final consumption of services at time t+1, AFC6(t+1), is 

                                                      

2 High unemployment is bad for individuals’ self-esteem and personal health as well as leading to poverty and social unrest. 
This is balanced against an optimal or natural unemployment rate for an economy in which people are available for hire 
(without poaching from existing employers) and inflation due to wage pressure is minimised. 
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(11)                                                                                                         )()1( 66 incrementtAFCtAFC +=+

 
Where 
 

(12)                                                                          )mployedtarget_une( gainunemployedincrement ⋅−=
 
is constrained to ±increment_limit. 

The model transitions from the historical phase of AFC with its resulting unemployment to the future 
phase when these are swapped and target unemployment drives AFC. We configure this swap by starting with 
control of unemployment set to whatever its value is at the last historical year. We smoothly transition the 
controlling value of unemployment to the long-term target over three years. The values of gain and 
increment_limit are calibrated for a smooth approach to the target unemployed value within a few years. 

The purpose of running a model is to reveal indicators of interest, which can only be those endogenous 
to the model. For instance if unemployment is set, as in Fig. 4, this will be exogenous while the economic 
growth resulting will be endogenous. On the other hand, if final demand were to be iterated to achieve some 
predetermined economic growth (exogenous), then unemployment would be endogenous. In Appendix C we 
show how to use the 7see approach to attribute final output to particular inputs by following back through IC. 

 
3 Case study: the UK  
We demonstrate application of our methodology by creating an econo-physical BAU scenario for the UK and 
compare it to Cambridge Econometrics (2015) modelled CO2 emissions for the UK economy between 2000-
2035 (on behalf of the Committee on Climate Change). Our case study starts in 1990 with the historical data (to 
2013-2015 depending on availability) reported in Roberts et al. (2015). We have validated the use of the three 
larger industries (Roberts et al., 2015), which we control using feedback to FC to meet final demand. We use 
CCGT to balance demand for electricity. 
 
3.1 Trending coefficients 
We show examples of how the four functional forms of trending of indexed coefficients can be applied to real 
data along with a continuous functional form of a coefficient, as used in the model (Fig. 5).  

The decay down to an asymptote is shown for the jobs coefficient of manu (Fig. 5(a)). We note steep 
declines after the recessions of 1990-1991 and 2008-2009 (Hills et al., 2010). We suggest manufacturers focused 
on reducing labour costs by quick measures to implement, such as organisation change and redefining roles. By 
considering data over 22 years we note that gentler declines between the recessions give rise to an overall 
decaying trend. This long-term behaviour is indicative of automation from replacing old machinery (plant) with 
new, as well as technological advance and innovation. Given the strong long-term trend, we pin our extrapolation 
to 2012 and its data point (on this trend), thus giving less weight to the 2013 data point which departs (below). 

Fig. 5(a) also shows our selection of decay up to an asymptote for imports coefficient of goods by manu. 
We note a gentle growing trend to 1997 which transitions to an acceleration. Relevant influences might be 
Chinese exports increasing rapidly from 2001 (Kang and Lee, 2007; Yang, 2016) as a key component of 
globalisation. We suggest the trend is flattening out as UK manufacturers became more efficient and 
internationally competitive as they outsourced lower value activities in the value chain to emerging economies 
(OECD, 2007). Companies have also shifted to ‘servitization’ – products combined with associate services (BIS, 
2010). The absolute value of the imports coefficient in 2012 of 3.1 approaches an asymptote of 4.0 i.e. imports 
are four times greater than indigenous manufactured goods. 

Our selection of constant for the economically active coefficient is shown in Fig. 5(b). The economically 
inactive consists of those unable to work, sick, looking after family or home, and students. When taken as a 
proportion of the population of working age, this has been declining over this period (ONS, 2015b). At the same 
time, the retired population has been rising as people live longer. Our coefficient is of the entire adult population 
and it would appear that these offset each other giving rise to the constant trend we see, corresponding to an 
absolute value of 63% of those of working age. 
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A linear increase is shown in Fig. 5(c) for imports coefficient of services by serv LR. In absolute terms, 
the coefficient is rising from 0.07 in 1990 to 0.12 in 2013. There is no sign in the data of levelling out so we 
suggest a continuing linear rise. This trend is justified because of globalisation spreading progressively to 
services together with digitisation and the web enabling more scope to trade services (OECD, 2007). 

 
 
 

   

 
 
Figure 5. Examples from our UK case study of functional forms for trending of indexed coefficients. (a) jobs coefficient of 
manu (j = 4) for form A, and imports coefficient of goods by manu for form C, both indexed to 2012 (u4 = 0). (b) proportion 
of active population for form B, indexed to 2014 (u9 = 0). (c) imports coefficient for services by serv LR with form D, 
indexed to 2013 (u6=0). Data source: ONS (2015a, 2015b, 2016). 
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The 2007/8 financial crash is shown in Fig. 6 as a drop in GDP growth to -0.5% in 2008 and -4.2% in 
2009. By inspection, none of the particular coefficients in Fig. 5 appear to have been affected by the crash. The 
jobs production coefficient for service industry (less rental) is not so straightforward to trend, and needs close 
scrutiny since it has an impact on overall economic growth. Fig. 7(a) shows historical data for the indexed jobs 
production coefficient of serv LR. We note a clear trend over 1992-2008 after which the trend plateaued. We 
suggest that during the financial crisis of 2008 employees being willing to remain in post, but for fewer weekly 
hours, was a contributory factor in shift of the trend. In Fig. 7(b) we compare behaviour of five economies: 
developing, developed, OECD, and non-OECD. Pre-2008, the UK behaviour is very similar to Australia and the 
USA, all showing the same downward decay, while Taiwan and Colombia show steeper declines. Post-2008, 
only the curve for the USA appears unaffected continuing down while the other countries show varying degrees 
of slowed decline. Colombia is most similar to the UK of rising to a plateau. This country comparison shows that 
the behaviour we observe for the UK is typical. 

We note significant and relevant similarities to the indexed jobs production coefficient of manu in Fig. 
5(a) where this has a plateau over 1994-1999 before resuming the long-term downward trend over the full 
historical period. For both serv LR and manu, we associate the downward trends to automation, which we 
suggest for serv LR is likely to resume. Therefore in the case of serv LR we extrapolate by resuming the same 
trend but offset to 2015, as in Fig. 7(c) upper line. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Economic growth showing historical data and trending from two extrapolations of jobs production coefficient 
(JPC) of serv LR to asymptote along with high and low population projections. Data source: ONS (2015a). 
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Figure 7. Trending of the jobs production coefficient of serv LR and unemployment rate. (a) historical data for jobs 
production coefficient indexed to u = 0 corresponding to 2008 with decay trend to an asymptote fitted to u over -16 to 0 (the 
period 1992-2008). (b) historical data for jobs production coefficient of several countries indexed to 2008. (c) trending of 
jobs production coefficient with a steeper version to achieve a higher economic growth. (d) unemployment for two 
extrapolations of jobs production coefficient of serv LR. Data sources: ABS (2017a, 2017b), BEA (2017a, 2017b, 2017c), 
BLS (2017), DANE (2017a, 2017b, 2017c, 2017d), DGBAS (2017a, 2017b) ONS (2015a, 2015b, 2016). 
 

3.2 Unemployment and Economic Growth 
For the loop in Fig. 4, we take 6% unemployment as the target level for the UK (Fig. 7(d)). An unemployment 
rate greater than 6% is generally accepted as the point at which central bankers consider making interventions 
(Federal Open Market Committee, 2012; Notton, 2016). The Cambridge Econometrics model does not seek to 
achieve some predetermined level of unemployment. Instead the level of unemployment is one of the factors that 
determines wage rates which in turn determine employment. Each year is solved by iteration such that demand is 
met. If unemployment goes to zero, the iteration does not converge (Cambridge Econometrics, 2014).  

An important strength of the 7see methodology is that economic growth is not assumed or set, but is an 
emergent property. In contrast, many models set or assume a level of annual economic growth. Cambridge 
Econometrics (2015) examine a 20-year rolling average growth rate. For GDP they identify a central value of 
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2.3%. Instead we focus on its indirect control. Upon generating our econo-physical BAU scenario, we find it 
manifests an annual economic growth of 2% falling to 1% (Fig. 6, lower curve). We consider this to be a 
defensible figure, although the OECD (2014) long-term forecast is in the range 2.5% to 3.0%. 

For comparability with Cambridge Econometrics, we explored changes in the trending of the jobs 
production coefficient since it has a strong influence on the annual growth rate. We can achieve 2.3% at 2025, 
mid-way through our scenario period, as in Fig. 6 upper curve by increasing the downward slope in Fig. 7(c). 

Since our choice of trending the jobs production coefficient of services is based on historical behaviour 
over 1992-2008, we examine this more closely by disaggregating industries with our grouping for serv LR in 
case they show potential for future decline. Fig. 8 shows six industries for both jobs production coefficient and 
total jobs. The three largest industries have very similar behaviour, so are clustered around the industry-wide 
average. ‘Financial, insurance and estate, K-L’ (with reference to ISIC sections) exhibit a drop over 2002-2007 
but rising over 2007-2010 as a consequence of the financial crisis. Only ‘Other services, R-T’ has shown a 
consistent decline. We note that ‘Information and communication, J’ is much lower than the others owing to a 
high infrastructure content needed for this service. Thus, we suggest that extrapolation of the jobs production 
coefficient for serv LR cannot decrease at the necessary rate to support using an annual economic growth rate of 
2.3%. The loop for serv LR in Fig. 4 is also affected by population. We explore variation of the adult population 
using the range from modelling by the ONS (2016). 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Disaggregation of serv LR by ISIC section. (a) jobs coefficient. (b) jobs in each sub-industry of serv LR. ‘Other 
services, R-T’ divide almost equally into ‘Arts, entertainment and recreation’ (R) and ‘Other service activities’ (S) with only 
3% as ‘Private households’ (T). Data source: ONS (2015a, 2016). 
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3.3 Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
From curating flows of fossil fuels used (combusted) within the economy, we convert each to CO2 emissions 
derived from their CO2 emission intensities (BEIS, 2016, 2017), then summing these for the economy-wide 
emissions. We bring together the various influences on our econo-physical BAU scenario in a set of CO2 
emissions curves in Fig. 9. Comparing 7see to Cambridge Econometrics (2015) over the historical period 2000-
2013, 7see is consistently lower by 20 MtCO2/y, or 4% in the average of 500 MtCO2/y. This offset can be 
accounted for by choice of different values of MtCO2/PJ intensity for combustion of coal and petroleum 
products. Cambridge Econometrics note that their emissions projections are at variance with others, mainly due 
to not estimating process emissions and using different carbon intensity values. Our work shows that these 
subtleties make a significant difference. 

Where we use an extrapolation of the jobs production coefficient for serv LR to match Cambridge 
Econometrics’ growth, this same offset is apparent for CO2 emissions. Where we use our original extrapolation 
of the jobs production coefficient for serv LR, our CO2 emissions are much lower. Figure 8 also shows the 
sensitivity to the projection of population by the ONS, where the variation by 2035 is only ±5 MtCO2/y. 
 

 
 
Figure 9 Historical and projected CO2 emissions according to the econo-physical BAU scenarios of 7see and CE (Fig. 1). 
The 7see scenarios are for inherent growth, high population projection, low population projection and a GDP growth of 
2.3% equivalent to Cambridge Econometrics’. 
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4 Conclusions 
In scenario modelling it is convenient to use a reference case by which to compare the newly generated 
scenarios. Whilst this approach has it’s merits, these reference scenarios are not usually an econo-physical BAU. 
Generating an econo-physical BAU scenario is not a task to which most economic or energy systems models are 
well-suited, or capable of at all. 

The 7see model can be used to derive the intensity of any given input within final demand. For example, 
CO2 emissions from domestic sources or jobs per unit of final goods or services. This is sometimes known as its 
footprint (excluding emission embodied in imports). This methodology works back through IC presuming 
linearity in how inputs are apportioned, which we show using matrix analysis. 
We have shown how physically plausible BAU scenarios can be developed by examining the historical 
behaviour of coefficients which manifest the relationship between components of an economy. We project these 
coefficients by putting weight on the most recent historical data and trending according to one of four functional 
forms: two linear and two asymptotic. We propose that macro-level demand for the actual final consumption of 
services can be considered as an outcome of  economy-wide policies and behaviour focused on a target level of 
unemployment, thus making GDP growth endogenous. Our physically plausible BAU scenarios depend on only 
a small number of exogenous variables. 

We have demonstrated the ‘trendability’ of coefficients in our case-study where many coefficients show 
well-established historical behaviour independent of economic booms and recessions. We have found that 
coefficients justify extrapolation according to our four functional forms, thus substantiating our econo-physical 
BAU scenario. We have explained the behaviour of coefficients for jobs in manufacturing, imports of goods and 
services, and the economically active proportion of the adult population. In some cases where horizontal 
asymptotes are approached, the value of the asymptotes suggests limits for how these relationships will evolve 
over time.   

One exception to extrapolation according to our functional forms is the jobs coefficient of the service 
industry (the inverse of labour productivity) whose switch from exponential decay to constant coincides with the 
2008 financial crisis. We show by comparison to four other economies that this behaviour is typical. Following 
the historical behaviour observed for jobs in manufacturing, we base our econo-physical BAU scenario on the 
jobs coefficient of the service industry resuming a downward trend to a horizontal asymptote. The consequence 
of this is that we manifest a GDP growth of 2% falling to 1%. We find that CO2 emissions continue their 
historical fall reaching 390 MtCO2/y in 2027 before rising to 400 MtCO2/y. We have tested sensitivity of these 
emissions for our exogenous input of adult population and found that by 2035 while the ONS high and low 
estimates for adult population vary by ±3.8%, emissions vary by ±1.0%. 

Our case study compares CO2 emissions to the BAU projections of the UK fifth carbon budget 
commissioned by the Climate Change Committee from Cambridge Econometrics using their MDM-E3 model. 
Our historical values are consistently lower by 20 MtCO2/y, or 4%, which we account for by choice of different 
values of MtCO2/PJ intensity for combustion of coal and petroleum products. Cambridge Econometrics base 
their BAU scenario on a GDP growth of 2.3% derived from a historical 20-year rolling average. For the purpose 
of comparability, we steepen our decline in the jobs coefficient of services so as to match their 2.3% growth at 
2025. We have found a good match of our emissions projections for BAU since while our difference of 
emissions increases to around 35 MtCO2/y over 2020-2030, it drops back below 20 MtCO2/y of the historical 
offset over 2030-35. 

We have examined the plausibility of projecting a steep decline in the jobs coefficient of services for a 
2.3% growth by disaggregating into six types of service. Only ISIC sections R-T, including arts, entertainment 
and recreation, show a decline that could continue, but they cover only 7% of employment in the service 
industry. Thus we find that maintaining 2.3% growth of our comparator BAU scenario is not substantiated when 
based on historical behaviour of the jobs coefficient rather than trending the growth indicator itself. 

A limitation of our approach is that we assume a well-functioning economy following well-behaved 
relationships (time-varying co-efficients in our terms) captured by historical data (a reasonable assumption for 
the UK). A single coefficient is not able to distinguish between multiple effects, such as any departure from 
constant returns to scale, operational improvements, technological change or replacement of old capital with 
new. We mitigate this limitation by using multiple time-varying co-efficients, though we appreciate that it may 
not be possible to create a plausible model of the economy of a nation undergoing severe political turmoil. Given 
that GDP is accepted as an indicator of economic activity and GDP is a summation of economic volume flows 
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with no referencing to pricing, our approach is rooted in economic reality, but what our approach is unsuitable 
for is modelling the effects of subsidies. 

Our case study suggests that the sensitivity analysis of the CCC BAU scenarios under-estimates CO2 
emissions reduction which may be possible in the UK’s fifth carbon budget. The implications fall into three main 
areas: employment, economic growth, and GHG emissions. Support for continued growth of actual final 
consumption of services (consumer demand) will be essential to maintain employment. The service industry will 
need to grow across all its types, not just in the financial industries. Other policies predicated on a level of 
growth above 2% might need modifying in the light of a likely trend of growth downwards to 1%. While the UK 
economy can take some comfort from continued falling domestic emissions, consideration of actions to pre-empt 
the projected CO2 emissions rise after 2025 need to be made. A 7see model helps policymakers to understand the 
component trends which contribute to the total emissions envelope. We have shown how our method of trending 
coefficients, in the case of jobs coefficient of services, is transferable to other economies. 
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Appendix A: Coefficients and the investment loop for each industry  
Here we detail all the time-dependent coefficients we apply to the economic volume flows of each industry. We 
summarise these by introducing the ‘investment loop’ of an industry’s FC as a source of production which 
supplies final demand, then via GFCF back to FC. 
 
A.1 The investment loop 
As an example, we show the investment loop for manu (manufacturing) in Fig. A.1. We explain this schematic 
by starting at FC4 (the fixed capital of manu) initially following the connected arrows going anti-clockwise 
around the loop. The goods output of FC4 starts as p4 and proceeds through forms q4, r4 and s4 to f4. The main 
steps in this progression are: 

1. Addition of imports, represented by a demand arrow. 
2. Diversion of output as supply of IC to other industries, represented by demand arrows by those 

industries.  
3. Addition of input as IC from other industries, represented by demand arrows by manu. 
4. Addition of input as TTM from serv LT, represented by a demand arrow by manu. 

 
Figure A.1. Investment loop for manu (manufacturing, j=4) showing all the coefficients and IC. The demand for FCF in 
response to shortfall feedback and need to replace CFC are at purchasers’ prices (@pp). The industry-specific deflator 
coefficient converts FCF to ‘at resale cost’ (@rc) when it increments FC according to Eqn. (A.1). 

 
At f4 the output of manu is in its final form to meet final demand. Since the arrows change to demand 

(beginning with g4), we continue anti-clockwise around the loop but now against the arrow directions. Of the 
three types of final demand, we follow along the manu component of investment, GFCF, merging with 
contributions from g5 of cnstr and g6 of serv LR. The GFCF section of the loop fulfils the FCF demand of all FC 
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including that of manu, FCF4, shown here. Finally we continue anti-clockwise with the direction of arrows to 
arrive back at our starting point, FC4. 

The investment loop is crossed by a dashed arrow of shortfall from a shortfall circle. The manu loop 
applies control (Roberts et al., 2016) where the shortfall circle denotes the point in the loop where a mismatch of 
supply to demand is derived at each time-step. This mismatch gives rise to a change in FC4 to resolve the 
mismatch. 

FC represents the value of all fixed assets used in production consisting of buildings, plant and 
machinery, and transport (ONS, 2014b). Data on FC is generally calculated by the perpetual inventory method 
(PIM) and provided as gross and net (ONS, 2014b). Gross capital stocks is how much it would cost to buy as 
new (or replace) the economy’s assets. Net capital stocks is the market (resale) value of fixed assets reflecting 
depreciation. We use the net form since changes each year depend solely on FCF and CFC (ONS, 2010), as 
 

  (A.1)                                                                                                      ).()()1()( tCFCtFCFtFCtFC −+−=
 
We include the flows for CFC in our schematic of the investment loop because they show how FC decreases and 
contribute to demand for FCF. 
 
A.2 Coefficients 
From p4 to q4 we change from output ‘as categorised by industry’ to ‘as categorised by product’ (Roberts et al., 
2016). We apply this step change in flow using the pq coefficient, which is specific to each industry. We note that 
the sum of q resulting from the set of pq coefficients over all industries is constrained to equal the sum of p 
before the application of pq coefficients. We calculate any discrepancy of the sum of q to the sum of p and 
subtract this from q for the largest output (serv LR in the UK case). Correcting this discrepancy is necessary for 
the future projection as a consequence of each pq coefficient being trended forward separately. Every coefficient 
has a denominator and we note how we choose this for p through to f.  

• For the production coefficient we use p for the denominator, rather than q, since the inputs necessary for 
the production process would be directly related to output from FC.  

• For the imports coefficient, imports are categorised by products so we use q for the denominator. 
• For the TTM coefficient we use r for the denominator since this is the size of flow at this point to which 

the margins of TTM are applied. 
 
In the flow of output from p to GFCF, there is a change from ‘at basic prices’ (@bp) to ‘at purchasers’ prices’ 
(@pp) after the addition of taxes (less subsidies) on products. Since we do not keep an account of revenues, such 
as from taxation, we apply a step change at s4 to f4 by use of the tax coefficient. 

The pGFCF coefficient is taken as proportions of the three larger outputs, manu, cnstr and serv LR, that 
make up GFCF, these proportions summing to unity. We trend only for the two smaller proportions of manu and 
serv LR, and derive the larger proportion of cnstr by the difference from unity. 
Historical data is provided at current prices and chain volume measures (CVM). We need to apply deflator 
coefficients so that the deflated values are the most appropriate proxies for the quantities they represent. For p 
through to GFCF, including imports, the relationship between current prices and CVM is generally taken as the 
GDP deflator. We apply this single GDP deflator across p through to GFCF for all industries since they all 
contribute to the same headline indicator of GDP itself. For the FC of each industry, we do not need to apply an 
industry-wide deflator since industry FC values are never combined numerically. Furthermore we prefer to use 
industry-specific FC deflators so that each FC is a good proxy for its industry and the best basis for output p 
following around our investment loop via its output coefficient. We derive the deflator coefficient for each 
industry for FCF at resale cost (@rc) from data @pp and at CVM. Since CFC affects the demand for FCF, we 
convert it to @pp before this connection. 

To compute CFC from FC, we could use the CFC coefficient as calibrated from historical data. However 
we prefer to work with its inverse, the lifetime (LT) of FC, because the national accounts assign lifetimes to the 
components of FC in applying the PIM. We do not distinguish between these components but derive by the 
process below a single LT value that applies over the full historical period. After initialising FCmod(0) to the 
historical value, FChist(0), we compute the model time-series, FCmod(t), over the full historical period for a 
selection of values of LT, thus 
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(A.2)                                                                                      .)()()()1( modmod
mod LT

tFCtFCFtFCtFC hist −+
=+

 
We select LT for the best match of FCmod(t) to FChist(t) over the historical period. In some situations we might 
need to change to a variable lifetime, LT(t), to achieve a good match. 
 
Appendix B: Coefficients for dwellings, utilities, and transport 
For industries we use FC to quantify their infrastructure (Appendix A) so that we can apply stocks and flows 
analysis in our system dynamics model to endogenise FCF, and thus GFCF of final demand. Metrics for non-
industry need to be treated differently so that as denominators they are a better basis for resulting flows, such as 
use of energy. 
 
B.1 Dwellings 
We show dwellings in Fig. B.1. The SNA (United Nations et al., 2009) notes that GFCF includes “major 
improvements, additions or extensions to fixed assets, both machinery and structures, which improve their 
performance, increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives”. Therefore we distinguish 
between FCF to new build and improvement and find that for the physical assets the dwelling number (DN) is a 
better representation. The stock of dwellings, DN gives rise to (real or imputed) rental, from which we derive the 
rental coefficient similar to the output coefficient in Fig. A.1. Incorporating rental enables a 7see model to 
compute GDP. However, rental can be sensitive to a surplus or shortfall of dwellings in relation to the number of 
households thus we derive inputs using utility coefficients with DN as the denominator. 
 

 
 

Figure B.1. Schematic for dwellings. Data, concepts, coefficients and control. 
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B.2 Utilities 
A better proxy than FC is the power specification of electricity generating capacity (GC) as MW (megawatts). 
Fig. B.2 shows examples offshore wind turbine and CCGT GC.  

 
 

Figure B.2. Schematic for power generation components added to total FCF demand for utility industry (along top) and 
total supply of electricity (along bottom).  
 

CCGT is a mature technology so we set the level of the generating capacity decrease (GCD) according to 
the lifetime of the GC. CCGT needs a fuel whose level is determined by the production coefficient. We consider 
it reasonable for the projected period to use CCGT to match electricity demand, thus its generating capacity 
increase (GCI) is set by shortfall electricity. For the resulting demand for GCI, this is converted to a demand for 
FCF of the whole economy by the GCI-to-FCF coefficient shown. This is the margin cost of building the next 
unit of MW capacity. The schematic for coal fired generation would be very similar to CCGT GC, only differing 
by GCI being set exogenously. 

The schematic shown for offshore wind turbine (OfWT) GC differs from CCGT GC in two ways. First, 
as an example of renewable generation it has no demand for an input fuel, and secondly it is a young technology 
with installation growing rapidly from a low stock, thus most of the stock of GC is new. It would be 
inappropriate to apply a stock-wide average lifetime to derive CFC, as for the mature technology of CCGT GC. 
Instead we presume that replacement is needed the lifetime after building, which we implement for CFC by a 
delay from FCF of duration GC lifetime. 

 
B.3 Transport 
We divide transport into passenger and freight, then between different modes (Roberts et al, 2015). We apply the 
method of relationship coefficients to the larger vehicle groups: cars, LCV (light commercial vehicles) and HGV 
(heavy goods vehicles). We show in Fig. B.3 the application of coefficients for HGV based on their number, HN. 
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Figure B.3. Schematic for road transport for the case of HGV, heavy goods vehicles. 
 
Appendix C: Apportioning industry inputs and impacts 
C.1 Apportioning industry inputs or impacts to components of final demand 
Inputs to production such as jobs and fossil fuels can be apportioned to final outputs of the economy. For our 
case study the key input is fossil fuels and we would like to know how CO2 emissions can be attributed to 
components of final demand. An apportioned input or impact divided by the economic volume expenditure is the 
intensity of use per unit of output. We apportion inputs and impacts in proportion to the IC of industries. For 
simplicity, we take all the industry interaction as between the products of the three larger industries of manu, 
cnstr and serv LR (j = 4 to 6). 

Let bjk- be the proportion of output at basic prices plus imports M of products j that are supplied for IC to 
industry k for the final supply of products k. We note that production categorised by industry, p, differs from 
production categorised by products, q, (Fig. A.1) but we simplify by associating all inputs or impacts of industry 
j to products qj 
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for each j=4-6, 
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In the special case of services to manu, we take b64- also to include provision of services as transport and trade, 
which we denote by U (Fig. A.1). 

Let Cj-- be the CO2 emissions of industry j through combustion of fuel and use of electricity. C-ke is the 
CO2 emissions of the final supply of products k as used for final demand by expenditure e. The matrix of C-k- for 
k = 4 to 6 is 

 
C.2 Including apportioned inputs or impacts to GFCF within FCF of each industry and dwellings 
One component of final demand is GFCF. Since we can regard this as another type of input to enable production, 
we show a method for reassigning the CO2 emission footprint of GFCF according to each industry’s demand for 
GFCF, this being its FCF. First we subtract CO2 emissions of each product going to GFCF according to their 
pGFCF coefficients (Fig. A.1). For C--e we set e = 1 for GFCF with e = 2 for AFC of households and e = 3 for 
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exports. Let h-ke be the proportion of final demand for each product, ge, going to type of final expenditure, e. We 
can obtain the vector of C-ke 
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The total CO2 emissions footprint of GFCF is 
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We can also derive the CO2 emissions contribution by each industry to GFCF 
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We distribute the GFCF emissions across just the larger FCF users which are the three larger industries (j= 4 to 
6) together with dwlg, j = 7. Let Dj-- be the CO2 emissions of industry j, less their emissions contribution to all of 
GFCF (e=1), plus the emissions of their own need for FCF, 
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Let D-k- be the CO2 emissions of the final supply of products k including the emissions apportioned to FCF as 
part of production. We obtain the matrix of D-k- for k = 4 to 6 in a similar form to Equation (C.3), 
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For dwlg, we take as their direct emissions, C7--, as resulting from their own combustion of fuels and use of 
electricity. We denote total CO2 emissions associated with dwlg, where we now include FCF, 
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